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1. On September 15th, a signing ceremony to grant up to US S 91,000 for theproject "The Project for provision of Surgery Operation Equipment in Kirkuk,, was
conducted at the Embassy of Japan in lraq. The crant Contract was signed by Mr.
Shoji OGAWA, Ambassador of Japan to the Republic of traq, and Dr. Mo'ayad Habib,
Representative of NGO ,,the Charitable Medical Societv,,.

2. This project provides medical surgery operation equipment to the clinic
managed by the NGO in the city of Kirkuk so that its doctors can perform surgery
operation on patients. Although Kirkuk is a city with large population, there are only
five medical institutions. lt is expected that this project will improve the medical
situation of the city by providing benefits to hundreds of thousands of Kirkuk,s
residents who are living in the proximitv ofthe clinic.

3. This grant comes under the scheme of crant Assistance for Grass-roots Human
Security Projects by the Government of Japan. The crass-roots projects bring about
immediate and direct effects on improving the living condition of the local
commrJnity. The Government of Japan has carried out over 90 projects of this kind
since 2003 throughout lraq, in various fields including healthcare, ejucation, poveny
and public welfare.
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